
Our Focus Today: Succeeding in Managing Virtual Teams

Our first "Participant
Selected Topic"

Your input is key--we grow
smarter together!Reply to

Everyone in the
Chat!

MY PREMISE: Rethink what it means
to manage and the location issue

mostly melts.

Jam Sessions: 45 minutes of
idea-sharing; no pitches & no slides!

Next session: shifting to a "meeting"
environment where people can come on

camera; we can use breakouts...etc.!

Let's Solve a Challenging Virtual Team
Scenario (& learn what they did to make it work)!

Meet Raj!

Citizen of India; Working in U.S. (Midwest) on an H1-B
Visa; Works for a global tech company

headquartered outside of U.S.

Asked to lead a strategic initiative for this
global tech company. Team members in the

Midwest, CA, UK, Germany, Japan
3 direct reports; 5

matrixed team members

Place yourself in Raj's shoes. What are
the BIG challenges here?

Cultural differences; bias; time
zone; matrix staff priorities;

language differences;

Building a
common
identity

Trust; 

Protecting the team/them;
communication/trust!!

Communication
preferences;

Credentials....

What should Raj do to form a
high-performance team from this

globally distributed group of experts?

Assess strengths; layout structure; meet and greets; what do these
as the challenges; clear expectations; team working agreement; build
together the way of working!; identify resources; connect in advance;

connect them with each other; offline versus real-time interactions

Let's start the process of "thinking
differently" about

leading/participating on virtual
teams

What Raj Did

 Met with each individual to talk about
the project's importance & get their take on it.

Met with each of their bosses to learn more about the team
member strengths and gain their support. Also, "How do you want

to be kept informed?"
Understanding their CONTEXT and

LOOKING OUT FOR TEAM MEMBERS

This was the first of many 1x1
discussions: creating CONNECTION

Began to build energy
for the PURPOSE

Asked for an Executive Sponsor to be
appointed

Gained support for an
in-person kick-off event

Met at firm's HQ
in Germany

Day One:
intros/ice-breakers/general talk

about project

Night One:
Welcome Dinner

Day Two: Their ideas on how to
structure work/communication/problem solving

Day Two Afternoon: Team
Values Development

Night Two: Group
Social Event

Day Three: What success looks like to each
of them; What they need from Raj; What
they want to gain from this experience

Day Three
Afternoon; Fun

tour

Night Three: Dinner with Executive
Sponsor and other Execs from HQ

GIVING AUTONOMY
PROMOTES TRUST

Jump-Start
CONNECTION

Get FACE-TO-FACE
when possible

A KSF: Get your
Executive Involved!

The Cool, Creative Stuff!

Created profile pages for each person; pics
of family; facts about country;

Each person to add one
personal note/photo per week

"Rotating Time Zone Pain" & Only As Needed All
Group Meetings...no forced march thru status

updates

"Communication Contract" with each person
and sub-group using FLEX approach (their

preferences, not Raj's)

Best Practices/Key
Insights Sharing. (Members most excited about this)

Group visibility: Executive Sponsor to ensure
group given visibility to senior

management/stakeholders with updates.

Personal note/culturally appropriate
small gift sent to the homes of each

team member/significant other

& Idea Board!

Any member can hit the "Pause
Button" Whole team committed to

jumping in and helping

How to engage; frequency; how to
gain help; how to talk about

challenges; share insights/ideas

For the team members, one of the great working
arrangements of a lifetime. Plenty of obstacles,

challenges on the way to success.

"We knew from the beginning we would
succeed. It was just a matter of us

inventing the "How" together."

"Raj served us and simultaneously held us
accountable to ourselves and each other. I learned

leadership lessons for a lifetime from him."

The Payoff

Great managers and leaders from your life...

Think about the best manager or
leader you've worked for or
observed in your life/career.

You choose current/past tense:
What do they do that inspires

you to be your best?

Just a Few Comments from
Participants in My

Workshops:

Inspired my curiosity; helped me grow my
self-confidence; cared about me/my family;

never a wrong question to ask

Exemplified the values of the firm in all of her
dealings with people. Most noteworthy during crisis
situation when she never deviated from the values.

Protected our team
from the noise.

Took a chance on me.

Not only wanted to get the best
from everyone but WANTED THE

BEST FOR everyone.

Allowed/encouraged
people to think differently

Gave me the tough feedback
I needed at the time.

He owned our
mistakes/gave us all the credit.

Which one of these says you have
to be co-located to do it?

Location isn't a factor for bringing
these behaviors to life.

COACHING/DEVELOPING/GROWING/GUIDING/SUPPORTING/DEFENDING

Let's focus on
behaviors, not

location

Listened; shared;
clear expectations;

Empathy; prepared to roll up their4 sleeves; ego
checks out; leads by example; honest feedback;

acknowledged hard tasks/conridenc

Focus; tied to impact....

Earn our respect;
not expect it!!!!

Gave trust without
having to earn it!!!

Let's look at the BIG issues Managers Everywhere
Must Navigate:

Some Perspectives:

“Managers account for at least 70% of variance in employee engagement scores
across business units, Gallup estimates. Only 30% of U.S. employees are engaged at work, and a staggeringly

low 13% worldwide are engaged. " -Gallup Research

"Teams are more productive and innovative than mere work groups.
They produce results that exceed what groups of individuals can do
through simple cooperation and coordination. Such results reflect a

“team effect:” members perform better when they feel they’re part of
a team. The root of this benefit is members’ strong mutual

commitment to their joint work.” -Linda A. Hill and Kent Lineback,
HBR

“Psychological safety — the belief that one can speak up without risk of
punishment or humiliation —has been well established as a critical driver of

high-quality decision making, healthy group dynamics and interpersonal
relationships, greater innovation, and more effective execution in

organizations. Creating psychological safety — the confidence that candor
and vulnerability are welcome — in a workplace is truly challenging and
takes an unusual degree of commitment and skill.” -Amy C. Edmonson

You control the
weather on your team!

Scott Eblin
Can you have success with your team

without psychological safety?

Doug Conant via Northwestern-Kellogg Trust Project: "If you have
low trust, in the fullness of time, you will have low performance. If

you have high trust, you have the potential to have high
performance."

THE TRUST DIVIDEND: "Employees in high-trust organizations are more productive, have
more energy at work, collaborate better with their colleagues, and stay with their employers
longer than peopleworking at low-trust companies. They also suffer less chronic stress and
are happier with their lives, and these factors fuel stronger performance." Paul J. Zak, The

Neuroscience of Trust

You determine the
trust-factor on your team!

Cognitive
trust/affective

trust

Swift Trust

You turn groups
into teams!

You drive engagement!

It's the behaviors that count! (Your
behaviors as manager or team lead) and
of course as a contributor, you can affect

the right behaviors.

Sidebar: We invested a Jam Session in
Exploring My MANAGER's OPERATING

SYSTEM

The 10 Core Programs of the Manager's Operating
System Suggest the Behaviors Essential for

Success (regardless of location)

Want the PDF? art@artpetty.com

https://artpetty.com/jam-session-archive/

All Group Brainstorm!

YOU BUILD THE LIST: What are the biggest challenges
and headaches you encounter in

leading or participating on virtual teams?

Low bandwidth
commmunication

Difficult for visual cues

Time zone

Judging other's
engagement

So many inputs

multi0task

Managing productivity

Staying focused

(Context switch:
not multi-taking)

Loss of personal
connection

Loss of networking
opportunities

Double booking; 

Onboarding challenges...

 Oourtesy issues: 

Developing relationships

Not present;;;

Reply to
Everyone in the

Chat

Veterans Day in the U.S.
#Grateful  Thank you for

your amazing contributions

It's time to get prescriptive about this vexing distance issue...

Let's find some tactics to bring our effective management practices to life
across these low bandwidth & low signal : noise media

What works for you? 

(Sharing is caring!) 

Cameras On; 

1 to 1 Meetings...

Blend of 1:1 and
whole team...

Trivia games; love the fun

Asking about fun activities
outside of work! (Personal)

Rotate the lead for
the meeting!!!!

Let them create their own
personal backgrounds...

Draw out quiet members; 

Skip level meetings;

Bringing in others/execs
from the organizations

Celebrate milestone

Say thanks; offer kudos...

Ideas from Others

From the article:  Agree on how you will work together as
a team; make time to bond a a team.

From the article: Use the best
communication technologies; treat time

zones fairly; create a virtual water cooler;
as a leader be available; hire the right

people

https://global.hitachi-solutions.
com/blog/manage-virtual-teams/

From the article: foster a check-in culture;
focus on results instead of activities; address

performance issues proactively

Ken Downer via his
RapidStart Leadership Blog

https://www.rapidstartleadership.com/leading-virtual-teams/

From the article: set a rhythm; virtual water
cooler; set expectations; go and see; light

up the dashboard; "lighten up, Francis"

Lighten up is my
personal favorite

FIVE BIG THINGS THAT WORKED FOR ME

Let my PURPOSE guide my approach to
coaching/supporting/developing/defending/advocating

Define your PURPOSE
AS A MANAGER

ASKED THEM WHAT THEY NEEDED FROM ME

USE ANGELA'S QUESTION: "At the end of our time
working together when we're and you're

successful, what will you say I did?"

FLEXED to Their
Communication Needs

Create a COMMUNICATION CONTRACT with each Team Member!

Focused on the THREE C's OF THE
MANAGER'S OPERATING SYSTEM

PROVIDE CONTEXT; CREATE
CONNECTION; COACH (CAREER & PERFORMANCE)

Leveraged SWIFT TRUST & Then GAVE THEM POWER TRUST is the basis of performance
and AUTONOMY turbocharges

creativity and energy!

The Bottom-Line for Now:

For success
managing virtual

teams:

Focus first on defining your role
as manager and identifying the

behaviors they need to help
them succeed

Build the Working Environment
THEY Need. (Hard work)

Provide an example of a
communication contract

What do you do with
non-performing team members or

toxic culture …??? Furuturre topic?

https://artpetty.mykajabi.com/leadership-caffeine-jam-session-14

How to Run Effective
One-on-Ones

Second Friday of each
month; December 9


